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HOTEL GASTRONOMY THE OTHER WAY
Following an extensive refurbishment of the public areas in 2015, Mandarin Oriental,
Munich has established a new and innovative gastronomy concept. This includes three
dining outlets, which are already firm favorites of hotel guests and local Munich-residents
alike; namely Matsuhisa, Munich, Bar31 and The Lounge.
Matsuhisa, Munich – A Premiere in Germany
One the first floor, atop the new curved staircase, Matsuhisa, Munich symbolises the
introduction of the award-winning cuisine of internationally celebrated Chef Nobuyuki
(Nobu) Matsuhisa to Munich and Germany. The restaurant follows the same successful
format as the original Matsuhisa in Beverly Hills as well as the chef’s five other exclusive
outposts around the world. Offering Nobu Matsuhisa’s renowned ‘New Style JapanesePeruvian’ cuisine, the menu features signature dishes as well as individual creations by
Chef Loris di Santo.

Extract from the menu:
Matsuhisa 'Slider' with Wagyu Beef, Yellowtail Sashimi Jalapeno, Mushroom Salad with
Yuzu Dressing, Beef Tenderloin Tataki with Tosazu and Onion Ponzu, Black Cod Yuzu
Miso, King Crab Tempura with Amazu Ponzu, Anticucho Peruvian Style Tofu Steak,
Steamed Broccoli with Chili Shiso Salsa

The restaurant accommodates 95 guests including eight seats at the exclusive live cooking
counter. Furthermore Matsuhisa, Munich features a semi-private dining space for up to 10
people.
Designed by Amsterdam-based FG Stijl, Matsuhisa, Munich reflects Nobu’s Japanese
origins. The luxurious and timeless decor provides provide a warm and inviting
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atmosphere in brown and gold, using natural materials including stone, leather and wood.
Matsuhisa, Munich opens daily from 18.30 to 22.30 (on Sundays from 18.00 to 22.00)
Bar31 – More than just a bar
Located on the ground floor, the brand new Bar31 is the perfect place to to enjoy drinks
before dinner at Matsuhisa, Munich or to spend an evening with colleagues and friends.
Exotic cocktails are served alongside delicious bar snacks, including signature Matsuhisa
dishes.

Bar31 features a rounded stone bar with an oversized freestanding champagne cooler as its
centrepiece. Elegantly designed with moss, bronze and petrol blue interiors, the bar will
exude a sophisticated atmosphere that evolves from relaxed to vibrant as evening
approaches. Bar31 opens daily from 18.00 to 1.00 (to 2.00 on Fridays and Saturdays).
The Lounge – Munich’s favourite living room
Right next to the newly designed lobby area, The Lounge marks an ideal retreat and
meeting place for hotel guests. Two fire places and a mix of high standard, cosy furniture
give a feeling of coming home – especially to the hotel’s long-standing regular guests.
Besides coffee, afternoon tea and cake specialties, international snacks are being served at
midday and evening. Dominating colours are gold, a bright green and purple.
The Lounge opens daily from 8.30 to 23.00.
China Moon Rooftop Terrace – on top of the city
Open during the summer months, the stunning China Moon Roof Terrace is one of
Munich’s best-kept secrets. Guests can dine al fresco, sip cocktails or take a dip in the
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heated pool (for in-house guests only). Surrounded by simple, yet stylish wicker chairs
and sofas covered with vibrant orange cushions, Oriental statues and large potted plants,
the design mixes chic Asian touches with classic Western garden style.

The menu includes a mix of Asian, Mediterranean and Middle Eastern delicacies which
can be enjoyed with the city’s most spectacular views, which takes in everything from the
twin domes of Munich Cathedral to the undulating alpine horizon. China Moon Roof
Terrace is open daily for dinner, from May to September.

About Mandarin Oriental, Munich
Perfectly located in the very heart of Munich’s old town Mandarin Oriental, Munich is
surrounded by the State Opera, the famous Hofbräuhaus and the exclusive Maximilian
shopping mile. Within this lively, cultural and enticing environment, Mandarin Oriental,
Munich is an elegant gem, marking a symbiosis of timeless, sophisticated charm and
traditional Bavarian elegance, combined with modern design, contemporary luxury and
subtle oriental accents. Guests are awaiting the highest levels of personalised service, as
well as a selection of brand new restaurant and bars. The hotel’s elegant and spacious 48
guestrooms and 25 suites offer the finest in international luxury and, along with the
stunning roof-top pool, feature views that stretch across the picturesque surroundings of
the old town.
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